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PART I

Lay out of Kho Kho Ground with all Measurements
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iHO - KHO ground is rectangular in shape and to be

nade either in outdoor or indoor. In outdoor, it should

ie made on a leveled clay surface and in indoor, it

.hould be made on a wooden surface/synthetic surface/

s,,'nthetic mat as prescribed.

- :,tj

-he playing area of KHO-KHO formed by the meeting of

:nd Lines and Side Lines at A, B, C & D is known as FIELD'

A-
-he measurement of FIELD for
IIEN/WOMEN & JUNIOR BOYS/GIRLS - 27XI6 MCICTS.

suB-JUNIOR BOYS/GIRLS - 23X14 Meters'

..i i-: RT

-he area between the Post Lines formed by points E, F,

G & H is known as COURT.

pG

)
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END LINE

The lines AB and CD running parallel to each other ard
equal to the width of the KHO-KHO Field are known a
END LINES.

A.

B.

MEN/WOMEN & JUNIOR BOYS/GIRLS - 16 Meters.
SUB-JUNIOR BOYS/GIRLS - 1-4 Meters.

SIDE LINE

The lines AD and BC running parallel to each other and
equal to the length of KHO-KHO Field are known as StDE

LINES.

5.

c

SIDELINE

SIDELINE

The Measurement of SIDE LINE for
A. MEN/WOMEN & JUNIOR BOYS/GIRLS - 27 Meters.
B. SUB-JUNIOR BOYS/GIRLS - 23 Meters.

o th" r".* of END LINE for





6. POST

The strong wooden or fiber post (as rigid as wooden

of tUru poltl,smooth all over & 1-20 to 125 cms' above and

perpendicular to the Ground, fixed firmly in the Free

2one at tangent (right angle) to the Post Lines at M & N

isknownasPosT.ThepointsMandNsha||coincide
with centre of the Posts and shall be at a distance

exactly half the width of the KHO KHO Court & touching

the post Line. Their diameter shall be uniform throughout

and shall measure between 9-i'0 cms' The Post shall not

be tapered. Top of the Post shall be free from any sharp

edges. The Post shall be painted by any colour

(prefereber"ly *hrt"iolot). 
- 

* Heisht 120

to 125 Cms

Diameter

9 to 10 Cms

circumference

28.25 - 31.4 Cms

7. CENTRAL LANE

CENTRAL LANE is a rectangle in between two Posts

measuring 30 cms. width and length equivalent to the

length of the Court, which divides the Court in to two

equal halves.

C

CENTRAL LANE

The length of the CENTRAL LANE for

A. MEN/WOMEN & JUNIOR BOYS/GIRLS - 24

B. SUB-JUNIOR BOYS/GIRLS - 20 Meters'

M

c
POSl

N

3
POS-

Meters.



CROSS LANE

Sach of the rectangles, measuring 35 cms' in width for

\4EN/WOMEN & JUNIOR BOYS/GIRLS and 30 cms' for

SUB-JUNIOR BOYS/GIRLS and equivalent to the width of

:he Court intersects the Central Lane at right angle is

Known as a CROSS LANE.

CROSS LANE

c

lll
CHASER BLOCK

The area of 35 cms' X 30 cms. for MEN/WOMEN &

JUNIOR BOYS/GIRLS and 30 cms. X 30 cms' for SUB-

JUNIoRBoYS/GIRLSformedbyintersectionofCentraI
Lane and Cross Lane is known as CHASER BLOCK'

The distance between two adjacent CHASER BLOCK for

MEN/WOMEN & JUNIOR BOYS/GIRLS - 230 cms'

SUB-JUNIOR BOYS/GIRLS - 190 cms.

The distance between Post Line and First Cross Lane for

MEN/WOMEN & JUNIOR BOYS/GIRLS - 2.55 Meters'

SUB-JUNIOR BOYS/GIRLS - 2.15 Meters'

CHASER BLOCK

c )



10. LINE OF THE POST

The lines which are at right angle to the Central Lane

-and run parallel to the Cross Lane at tangent (right

angles) to the Posts are known as LINE OF THE POSTS

or the POST LINES (EF & GH).

LL.

E

FREE ZONE

The oortion of the Field from End Line to Post

either end of the Court is known as FREE ZONE'

Line on

The dimensions of the FREE ZONE for

A. MEN/WOMEN & JUNIOR BOYS/GIRLS-1'5

B. SUB-JUNIOR BOYS/GIRLS - 1.s M. X 14 M.
M.X16M.
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L4. ENTRY ZONE
The area marked in the Lobby away from the Side Line
on both side of the Scorer's Table measuring 50 cms. in
width and from Post Line to Third Cross Lane in length is
known as ENTRY ZONE. lt is meant for the Runners to
take entry in the Court for their Defense.

A,
B,

The dimensions of the ENTRY ZONE for
MEN/WOMEN & JUNTOR BOYS/GtRLS -8.20 M. X 0.5 M.
SUB-JUNTOR BOYS/G|RLS - 6.85 M. X 0.s M.

rEAMS BLOCK (A/B )
Area earmarked for Players, Coach and Manager on
either side of the Field and adjacent to the End Lines is
known as TEAMS BLOCK ( A/B ). Chairs/Benches should
be arranged for Players, Coach & Manager as specified
in the diagram.

15.

c )

15. CHASER

The players of the side who
occupy the Chaser Block are

pursue the opponents
known as CHASERS.

and

c )
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il:;5:l^o pursues the plaver/s o!-t!e opposite side
-=:;L;;;i"ili *th t view to tap and touch them is

(-cwn as ATTACKER'

iJNNER
--e player of the side other than the Chaser are known

=s RUNNERS.

:i:tilrttftr who are inside the Field for his turn of

:eiense is known as DEFENDER'

ACTIVE DEFENDER
3ne who is actively being chased is known as ACTIVE

)EFENDER.

:'- TO GtvE KHO , | !-..^L +!.^ fhrcar hv hir
To sive KHO, an Attacker should touch the chaser uY lit
rand from UefrinJ-him in between imaginary:l;'?y11""'

line & waist line'lni if'tn u.tter the word "KHo" loudly

and distinctly. Giving ff.O it I Plgcess of an Attacker

becoming a cfraier a?d Chaser becoming an Attacker'

:: 
fr?Ht*,r.oer or Chaser violets any Rule is known as FoUL'

:3 TO TAKE A DIRECTION
When an nttackei'go"' from o-ne.Post Line t9 t'l9l!"t
Post Line o' 

'it"u'?"iiine .\Ho', if he goes towards- a

oarticular po't'Lii",'f'" It itiO to have taken a direction'

:1. SHOULDER LINE

An imaglna'y'tin" running through the centre of the

shoulders ot 'n'iit"ttti 
i'"kno*n 5s SHoULDER LINE'

23, TO RECEDE
When an Attacker while gging, in a particular direction

touches trre gfini;hitfr h;"had al'readv covered (the

ground .ou"r".iiiirr ti*tv1 iefer to area covered by rear

foot in oppo'ii"'i;;;;ii;;)' he^is said to have tt::-*d'
But, if an nttair<Ji'"*"i'titg Posi Dive' the grounded

foot of an nttalie"i iiil-*d.iit will not be considered as

FOUI.
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26. TO LEAVE THE FREE ZONE
Whel an Attacker loses contact of his feet with the Free
2one and comes in contact with the Court by his feet, he is
said to have left the Free Zone. But while attacking
towards Side Line, Attacker should maintain/follow the
'Rules &'Regulations of taking direction and receding.
However, he may use the Free Zone.

TO REACH THE FREE ZONE
When Attacker loses contact of his feet with the Court and
comes in contact with the area of the Free Zone by his
feet, he is said to have reached the Free Zone.

OUT OF FIETD

lf a Defender loses contact of his feet with the Field and
goes out, he is said to have gone OUT OF FIELD.

27.

' 28.

29. ENTRY

Runner is said to have entered the Field as soon as he
loses the contact with the ground outside the Field with
his feet and comes in contact with the ground inside the
Field with his feet.

30. AGEGROUP

Following age group and criteria is fixed for classification
of JUNIOR and SUBJUNTOR category.
A. JUNIOR BOYS/G|RLS : Age below Lg yrs. as on or

before last day of the Tournament. INDEX : 250
B. SUB- JUNTOR BOYS/G|RLS : Age below 14 yrs. as on or

before last day of the Tournament. lN DEX : 215
C. Age Proof : Date of Birth Certificate in original issued

by competent Authority/Board Examination Mark
Sh eet/Ad m it Ca rd/Certificate sh a I I be p rod uced.

INDEX FORMUTA: Height in cm. + Weight in Kg. + Completed
Age in years.
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PART III

RULES OF THE GAME

: :' :ield shall be marked as shown in Part l'

:='='ee shall call both the captains for the spin of the

:: - (Toss). Ht 
't'lutt'''t;"1 

;i the 
'centre 

of the Court

-"2 ^oothe Scoring rtff" *ith both the captains on either

= ::. He stratt instrui'"tt "t 
the'm to call the choice ot

---: side of the t"i;: l;-thall. then sPr"J: to;l"tli

== ,r. the winner of the toss' In

. -*jciently heavY'

-re winner of the toss shall raise his arm immediately

=^d indicate nv r'is'ind"*"iit*tt either to the Central

-3ne or to the sid; ii;?of o"pting chasing or Defense

':spectively' r'lo ttpttin tf'tf f iouch ol-p'tk up the cotn'

' any captain ooes sJ' n"t"ftt ltratljlctare 
the captatn

:r the other side u' itinn"r. of the t!'l "f 
the coin' The

:aptains of both 
'iO"'tf'ttf 

f *ear a band on their sleeve'

j

F
rff



Any 8 Chasers shall occupy the Chaser Block facing t
:l:,""_t'i:'l :_r:1.1 way tiat ,; il adjacent cha:facing the same side-Line. ir.," ,i.ir.r d:,rlTfr.,..?
*1lr:1:1 i1 elth9r of the rr." z"r"r'tl start the chonce Free Zone is opted by an Aii*k"r",;''Jt".:i
:jA:: 

then he shouid not te .ri;;;; to change

5. After the commencement of a turn, no Chaserleave the Chase
rha r^^^ :r r_ rr Block without getting a fHO oi cfthe face, if he does ,o, it ir'.J;]';;5 ;$:."#;.:;
: : : : 

"y'1,^ 
: Tfl.^ -,:, T 

i s b e h a v i o r. n ele re e/ u m p i recompet the chaser(s) to ,ii in-. ;;;;iliiJ;assumed at the commencement of the turn,

6. At the commen,cement of a t0rn, the first batch of t
l,:1"^1*:":|:,1 be inside i.," 

-ri"ru 
and remaiRunners sha, occupy the seati ;";;. fJ'il";:1il:Defender is out, he shall o..rpy af,"'rlr, ,"rnt for hirnear the End Line.

7. An Attacker cannot cross the Central Lane betweenPost Lines to go to the othei fr.fi"f the Court or toFree Zone.

8. Foul shall not be declared if an Attacker;,while Cha:

l"""il^"y,::r^r.":Jh* tine of the'Centrat Lane whichon the side of his chasing rrrir. ri"*""";ii:Jl]
:_n]:"_,:1r:l':g-:, at the t'ime ;ii;ffi;s or as a
:li:,i?" in, putting out the oefeno-er i;:"r;,';;ibe declared and Defender shall noi O"-U^".fared out.

4.



to

3 KHO is given, it shall be given from behind a Chaser

, rouchinj the chaser by hand between an imaginary

-:ulder l'Lne and waist line and uttering the word

^.tO" with a sufficiently loud tone so that the Defender

,-i officials can hear' Chaser shall not get up without

;::ting a KHO'

' the action of uttering the word KHO precedes the

:ction of touching by hand, then it shall deemed as

-cu r.

S,ngle action of touching will not deemed as Foul'

''iowever, only uttering 'KHO' and, do not touching a

Shaser by hand, will be considered as Foul' lf an

{ttackertouchesaChasersittingintheChaserB|ock
rearest to the Post, when Defender is near the Post'

(HO must be given.

f an Attacker utters any word other than the word

KHO', it will be deemed as Foul' Uttering the word

KHO'oranywordresembling'KHO'byanyofthe
Chasers will also be treated as Foul'

ihe following three actions of an Attacker where a

KHO' is given will be allowed' However' the feet of an

Attacker shall not go beyond the Cross Lane'



A. An Attacker's front foot need not necessarily be in touch
with Cross Lane.

B. An Attacker may be in the Cross Lane.

An Attacker's at least one foot should be in touch with
the Cross Lane all the time, while the other portion of
his body may go beyond that Cross Lane.

ffil:e=frtr ' +-d ls.r rrf EI*-

D. After touching a Chaser except nearest to the post (1,st
& 8th Chaser) if an Attacker moves away beyond the
Cross Lane, he shall be deemed to have continued his
attack and he shall not be allowed to utter 'KHO' from
the distance.



However, if an Attacker moves along with the Cross

Lane toward the Side Line without committing any Foul,

he may come back and give 'KHO'.

An Attacker cannot rest or support on a Chaser to put
out a Defender. lt will be deemed as Foul.

*
+

J

An Attacker shall
leg or any part
Chaser. Touching
insisted upon.

not give a KHO to the extended arm,
of the body tilted towards him by a

the back of the Chaser should not be

-7. After giving a KHO, an Attacker shall cease to be so and
shall sit down immediately on the Chaser Block of the
Chaser to whom a KHO was given.

After giving a KHO, it shall not be a Foul, if the'Chaser
while sitting looses the contact of the Cross Lane.

The natural time needed to sit on the Chaser Block after
giving a KHO, must be given. However, this action should
not obstruct the Defender, and if obstructed, a Foul shall
be declared.



c. After receiving a KHO, an Attacker can touch a Defender
before leaving the Chaser Block.

13. After getting a KHO, the Chaser will immediately be an
Attacker and shail move towards the harf that he is
facing and shall go in the direction which he has taken
by going beyond the Cross Lane of the Chaser Block or
turning his shoulder line towards any of the posts. He
cannot recede. As long as any part of the foot of an
Attacker is touching the ground of a Cross Lane, he is
not supposed to go beyond that Cross Lane.

While moving on Cross Lane, if an Attacker at the time
of chase, slides/steps back, is not a Foul.

lf an Attacker steps back at the time of getting up after a
Flat Dive is allowed.

An Attacker shail take the direction to which he turns
his shoulder line. An Attacker, while going in a particular
direction turns his shoulder line thiough more than a
right angle to the direction which he has already taken,
it shall be a Foul.

During the execution of post Dive, dragging of supporting
leg and turning of the shourder rine more than 90* shall
not be a Foul, but touching or crossing Central Lane by any

A.

14.

15.



oart of the bodY will be a Foul'

-o.

18.

An Attacker shall take direction according to the one of

the actions, whichever he performs first' mentioned in

rule no. L3 above.

Once an Attacker has taken a direction' he have to go to

if'ri Oir".,ion till he reaches the Free Zone unless he

giu., . KHO before that' An Attacker shall not go to the

other half of the Court unless he turns around the Post

through the Free Zone'

The rules about taking the Direction and Receding shall

not be aPPlicable in the FREE ZONE'

19. The Chaser/s should sit in a manner which do not

obstruct the Defender/s' lf a Defender is touched as a

result of such an obstruction' Defender shall not be

declared out. lf Chaser does so' it shall be declared as

Foul.

20
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20. The deliberate action of moving/tilting shoulder, thigh
9r jny other part of the body by a Chaser towardia
Defender who is running near the Central tane, which
may cause to obstruct or obstructed the Defender, it
shall be treated as a Foul and he shall be *.in"O'Ui
Referee/Umpire.

2L. During a turn an Attacker may go out of Court but heshall follow all the rures aboui taking Direction and
Receding even when he is out of Court.

An Attacker shall not be insisted to enter the play Field/
Court through the Free Zone, if he goes Ui:VonO tniextended imaginary post Line. Rul6s about takins
Direction and Receding are not applicable even *h;;;;
Attacker is in the area (towards Free Zone side or behinJ
the Post) of imaginary extended post Line.

A Defender cannot touch a Chaser. lf he does so, he

22.

23.
shall be warned once.verbally in a turn. lf f.,u ,""pl.t, tfr"
same, he shall be declared out.

E,e.!*:*.ffi

_-=.=-#,+*

24. A Defender shall be declared out if he is touched byhand by an Attacker without violating any rule or if hegoes out of Field. He shall be declared out by a short
blow of whistle.
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2.

PART IV
RULES ABOUT MATCHES

A team consist of 1-2 Players, one Coach, one Manager

and other Supporting Staff' 9 Players willtake the Field in

the beginning to start the match.

An lnning will consist of Chasing and Defense turns

which shall be of 9 minutes each for Men/Women &

Junior Boys/Girls. lt shall be of 7 minutes for SubJunior

Boys/Girls. Each match will consist of two Innings' There

shall be an interval of 6 minutes after an Inning and 3

minutes break between two turns for Men/Women &

Junior Boys/Girls and for SubJunior Boys/Girls the same

shall be 5 minutes and 3 minutes respectively'

The Captain/Coach shall give record of name of the

players with Uniform number at the beginning of the

match to Scorer - 1. At the beginning of the turn 3

Runners shall enter in the Court in a batch of three for

their Defense. Subsequently next 3 Runners shall enter

the Court through their Entry Zone only. When third/last
Defender of a batch is declared out, next 3 Runners shall

be inside the Court before two KHOS are given, Those

Runners who fail to enter within the time lapse of two

KHOS, shall be declared out for having entered late (Late

Entry).

The Runners shall continue to enter the Court for

Defense in the same batch till the end of the turn. The

order of batch shall not be changed during a turn. lf a

Defender is declared out by showing RED CARD by the

Referee, a substitute is allowed to Defending side and

the substituted player shall enter with the same batch, if

they are have to come inside in the same turn.

3.

A.

- - - ,*
:- - - -- '-::.

--l

z5



B.

D.

E.

G.

H.

The Runners who may enter early shall not be declared

out but called back by Referee/Scorer -2.

An Attacker who put out the last Defender of the batch

shall not chase the new batch of Defenders' He shall give

KHO, if attacks, it shall be Foul.

After giving a KHO, if any of the Runners enter the Court,

Attacker is allowed to chase the Defender. lt is not

obligatory to give two KHOS to chase a Defender who

has already entered.

As soon as the first Defender of a batch is out, next batch

of F.unners shall occupy the Entry Zone. Each side shall

enter its Runners to the Court through their Entry Zone

only.

F. lf a Defender is out, he shall return to the Teams Block

through the Lobby by going out from the nearest Side

Line or End Line.

ln a situation when all 3 Runners of a batch have not

decided (not entered in the Entry Zone) and have not

entered the Field before two correct KHOS are given,

Referee have the discretion to decide the batch and

declare them out.

lf a batch of 3 Defenders is given out as Late Entry, the

Referee shall allow the next batch to enter in the Field

within 15 Seconds.

The Chasing side shall score one point for each Defender

out.

24
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4. The Captain of the Chasing team shall have the option to

end the turn before allotted time provided after scoring

more than 9 points in the first Inning' In subsequent

Innings, there is no such restriction of scoring 9 points to

end the turn. He shall inform the Referee about the

same by raising his arm and request him to stop the

turn. Referee shall stop the turn immediately and the

Chasingsidesha|l|eavetheChaserB|ocksafterthe
Referee has signaled and declare the turn as closed'

Defending side can also request the Referee to close the

turn of their Defense in the second Inning provided the

match is conceded as 'Defeated'. The Referee can allow

this, if the difference of points at that time is 9 or more'

ln the Knock Out matches, the side that scores more

points at the end of the match shall be declared winner'

lf the points are equal, one more Inning (one turn for

each side as Chasers and Runners) shall be played' lf

again the points are equal, an additional Inning shall be

played on minimum chase basis as follows:

Referee will start the turn of this additional Innings. As

soon as first point is scored, the turn shall be closed by

theReferee.Hesha||stophisStopWatchsimu|taneous|y.
The time for scoring of this first point shall thus be noted.

The side that takes less time to score their first point

(MINIMUM CHASE) shall be declared as winner of the

match. The Referee shall stop the match in the second

turn, if the time exceeds more than 30 seconds than the

recorded time of the opponents. lf needed, this process

shall continue till the winner is decided. Time taken to

secure first point shall be recorded in the Score Sheet'

5.

6.





A.

9.

After the completion of first Inning, if the points of the

,iJ", *ho chased first at the starting of the match'

exceeds the points of other side by 6 to 8' then former side

shall have the option of asking the latter side to follow

on its turn as a chaser, without forfeiting its own right to

take its turn as a Chaser afterwards' in case the other

side exceeds its score.

It is mandatory to give follow on, if the difference is

more than 8 points. ln ..t. of follow on the result will be

written as "team won by an lnnings"'

The teams shall Ieave the ground only after the Referee

declares the results of the match'

SUBSTITUTlON:

Any number of substitutions can be allowed by the

Referee on request of team's coach of Chasing side at

any time during the match' For Runners' substitution is

allowed only before they enter the Field for their Defense'

As soon as Referee / Scorer - 2 announce the T-shirt/shirt

no. of substitute Chaser, the particular Chaser will become

in action and it is mandatory for him to come out of the

Field immediately and incoming Chaser will take his place'

lf the outgoing player gets KHO, he cannot chase any

Defender or give KHO, if he does so' a Foul shall be

declared till the substitution is completed'

Substitution will be made through Substitution Zone

(1M. x 1M.) only which is at the right side of the Scoring

laote.

10.

A.

B.

c.

D. Substituted Attacker shall not pursue the Defender

directlY, he shall give KHO first'

I
trlt : "*, -- 3

1!ti -: *'- ;* -:,-

* 
_--*_ -+:

Crrrms

It' hl* **
_a - lil

***
lr4: ::
.. 1-

27





PART -V
oFFtctALs FoR rHE n'inrtrAe eMFIr oF THE MATcH

AUTHORITY DUTY AND RIGHTS

I. The following officials shall be appointed for the

managementofamatch namely ONE REFEREE' TWO

UMPIRES, ONE TIME KEEPER and TWO SCORERS'

2. REFEREE

The Referee shall perform the following duties:

A. He shall check the score sheet, Ground etc' and take the

toss before starting the match (as explained in the Rules

of the Game)' He shall help the Umpires to perform their

duties' In case of any difference of decision between

them, he shall give his final decision'

B. lf any player intentionally obstructs the conduct of the

play or behaves in an ungentlemanly or mischievous

manner or intentiona||y vio|ets any of the ru|es, the

Referee at his discretion shall penalize the defaulting

player/s. The penalty at his discretion shall range

according to the default from warning a defaulting player

or the entire team to the extent of prohibiting

participation in further play of the match'

C. He shall announce the warning by calling the T-Shirt

number of the player (Defender or Chaser) and

simultaneously showing a Yellow Card' lt shall be

recorded by the scorer-1 by marking "Y" against the T-

Shirt number in the warning column'

D. In a similar way Referee can show a Red Card to

defaulting pttyer/team' This will also be recorded

Scorer-l- by marking 'R' against the T-Shirt number



E.

Warning column. Such a Chaser/Attacker will be

forbidden from further participation in rest of the play

and for the next match too. He shall be immediately

replaced and asked to leave the arena.

lf a Defender is shown a Red Card by the Referee to

penalize his offence, he will be declared 'out' and shall

be forbidden from the participation for rest of that

particular match and for the next match too' His

substitute will be allowed to play in the same batch if the

batch is to come/play again in that particular turn'

The Referee shall instruct the Time Keeper to start the

turn after checking the readiness of both teams and

officials.

G. He shall synchronize his Stop watch with the Stop watch

of the Time Keeper and shall check the time after each

turR.

He shall check the scores of the sides at the end of eacir

turn from the Score Sheet and also announce the result

of the match by checking the Score Sheet after the

completion of the match.

He shall alone keep the time during the additional Inning

of Minimum chase.

Referee will communicate and coordinate amongst

officials.

He shall be over all responsible for the smooth conduct

of a match.

H.

J.

K.



3. UMPIRE

The Umpires shall move in the Lobby and shall conduct

the game. For any reason, if they enter the Field' then

they should come back to the Lobby immediately without

obstructing the progress of the match' They shall give

deiisions by helping each other' Umpire shall declare a

Foul and compel Attacker to act up to rules' if Attacker

does not follow the rules' lf there is any unfair means in

the Ground, they will warn the concerned players verbally

and show Yellow Card and shall bring it to the Referee's

notice for further action, if necessary'

TIME KEEPER

The Time Keeper shall start the turn by blowing a long

whistle followed by a short whistle' after getting the

direction from the Referee' The end of the turn shall be

declared by him also by blowing a long whistle' He shall

enter the Lobby and declare the completion of each

minute of play loudly by raising him arm holding a time

indicator above head so as to display to all concerned'

4.

s. scoRER

i) Scorer-l :

He shall note down and check the names and T-Shirt

number of the players' He shall record the performance

of the players of both the teams' At the end of the

match, he shall prepare the Final Scores of the two sides

and the result of the match' He shall get the Score Sheet

duly signed by all the officials' After completing the .

Score Sheet, he shall hand it over to the Referee for

checking and declaring the result of the match'



il'jil:ii,1.o,o the order of the Defenders along with

their batch' He strait Ot"O t record of the Defenders who

are OUT (along *ith tf'u attacker who puts out) and

asked them to sit in the place provided for them' He

shall record ilre prtcess of substitution' The coach should

inform him for Jt'i'"0 substitution' mentioning the

T-Shirt number "ioi'u"Vt 
being substituted oUT & lN'

He shall inform the Referee and Score-1 about the

substitution being Jont' The Runners who may enter

early shall not f,e declared out but called back by

Scorer - 2'

6. After the start of a match' if any of the official/s is unable

to officiate for any reason' the remaining officials shall

manage the officiating till the end of the turn' lf the

official is unable to resume the work' A new official will

rePlace him'

7 . The officials for a match shall be appointed by the

competent nutf'to'ity and shall f unction under the

guidance of the Referee'

I
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A.

PART VI

RU LES ABOUT pLAyERS/MANAG ERS/COACHES

1. PLAYERS UNIFORM

Uniform of a KHO-KHO player includes Sports Shoes (free
from any metal part anywhere that may cause injury),
Short and Vest (half sleeves)/T-Shirt (for Men and Boys)
or Shirt/T-Shirt (for Women and Girls). Each player shall
be numbered in front and back of his T-Shirt/Shirt in
solid color, contrasting with the color of T- Shirt/Shirt.

The number shall be printed/stitched of size 1_0 cms. in
length and 2 cms. in width at front and 20 cms. in length
and 2 cms. in width on the back. Contravention of the
rule using lesser size will be treated as misbehavior.
The numbers shall be printed from 1 to L2. Players of the
same side shall neither wear duplicate numbers nor
change numbers during a Tournament/Championship (in
case the need arises, Referee can allow to change of
T-Shirt/Shirt numbers). The manager shall furnish the list
of players with T-Shirt numbers to Scorer-1.

RIGHT AND DUTIES OF PLAYERS

All players must know the rules of the game and
abide by the rules.

During the game, only captain of the team may
address to the Referee and shall be the spokesman
for his players. He may also address the other
officials but only on matters concerning their duties.

CONDUCT OF PLAYERS, SUBSTITUTER, COACH AND
MANAGER

The manager, coach and substitutes shall sit in the place
provided for them.

B.

2.

A.

B,

3.
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The following act are Punishable :

A. Persistent addressing to officials concerning their

decisions.

B. Making derogatory remarks to officials'

C.Committingactionstendingtoinf|uencedecisionsof
off icials.

D. Making derogatory acts or personal remarks to the

oPPonents'

E. Making derogatory acts or personal remarks to the

sPectators.

F. Deliberate coaching during the game from outside

the Ground.

G. Leaving the Play Field without permission of the

Refereeduringthematchandbeforethedec|aration
of the result.

H. Referee shall take action according to the gravity of

their offence'

4. PENALTIES

A. For a minor offence, such as argument with the

opponents, spectators or officials and shouting etc' -

a verbal warning shall be given by the Referee' In

case of repetition of the offence, a warning shall be

given bY showing a Yellow Card'

B. For a serious offence, the Referee may disqualify the

concerned players/manager/coach for rest of the

match bY showing a Red Card'

34



c. lf a player is shown Yellow Card twice in a match, he shall
be forbidden from the participation of rest of the match
and for the next match also of that particular tournament.
lf he is shown Yellow Card in two different matches in a
particular tournament, he shall be forbidden from the
participation for the next match of that particular
tournament.

lf a player is shown Red Card in a match, he shall be
forbidden from participation for the rest of the match
and forthe next match also of that particulartournament.

As mentioned in the rule no. 3 and 4 of Part Vl, the action
(Warning/Punishing) shall be taken by Referee/Umpires
only. The Referee shall report the matter in writing to the
Technical Committee, if necessary.

D.

Note: Masculine gender assumes feminine gender and
singular number assumes plural number whoever
necessary in all the preceding parts.



1. Two Posts for one Ground'

2. Steel Strings/RoPes.

3. Measuring Tape (Steel) in mtr'/cms'

4. Stop Watches (Two on each Ground) calibrated in Seconds'

5. Two Rings having inner diameter of 9 Cms' and l-0 Cms'

respectivelY.

6. Score Sheet and Performance chart'

7. Time indicating Boards/Placards 1-B (To indicate time

elapsed in a turn), measuring 20 cms' in length and 4

cms. in width.

B. Red and Yellow Cards.

9. Marking Powder (Lime Powder) and materials required

for Ground marking.

10. Tables & chairs for the officials and players, coach and

manager.

11. Blue and Red band for CaPtains'

12. Blue/Red/Green band for officials (Referee' Umpires'

Time Keeper, Scorer-1 and Scorer-2)'

13. Number plates tto 12 (two sets) of number size 20 cms'

x 4 cms.

14. Whistle - 4 to 6.



PART - VIII
SCORING IN KHO KHO

The following columns should be filled before the start of the
match.

While filling the name of the players, the Scorer-1 will record the
captains by writing the word "CAP" against the name of the
captains. The Scorer-i. will also encircle the T-Shirt/Shirt number of
the su bstitute players.

After the toss the Scorer-1 will record the result of the toss and also

the choice taken. The T-Shirt/Shirt numbers of the batches of the
Defending team shall be recorded in the columns provided for that
team. These numbers should be written in ascending order in that
particular column.

DURINGTHE MATCH:

When a Defender becomes out Five columns have to be filled in
namely the T-Shirt/Shirt number of the Defender who is out,
T-Shirt/Shirt number of the Attacker who scored the point, the
actual running time, the personal timing of the Defender and how
the Defender become out (sYmbol).

For all successive outs the same Five columns should be filled in,

however the personal timing of the Defender will be the difference
between the running time and the time at which the last Defender
was out.

Name of the Tournament

Match No.

Name of the Teams

Name of the Plavers, Coaches and Managers of both teams

Name of the officials



For Sudden Attack p""onuf timing column need notto be filled

in. tn cases where s";J;; Atl::[?:":::^:::: l::':::t"Ti
H:ffi :::11ffi;;;;'ii;;ll:05".:":'^".:ff :::l:l'
running time and tnt i't't" at which the Defender who was out

before the Sudden Attacr'

EXAMPI.E;

A. Running time at which one Defender is out - 6 minutes'

B. Running time ai wt-tich Sudden Attack took place - 6'30

minutes'

C. Running time at which the next Defender is out-7 minutes'

Actual personal timing of the last Defender (C - A)

= (7 mins' - 6 mins') = l- minute'

The Defenders who are outs as Late Entry will also not

have their Personal timing'

ln case where Defenders are outs without being touched

by an Attactt"', tnt tolumn indicating an Attacker who made

the out will not n"JitteO in' but the way in which the Defender

was out will be recorded in the column "SYMBOLS"'

After the completion of every turn' the close of the turn will be

indicated by drawing"; ouii*"l"ntircle-to the column of the

last Active Oefender who remains not out' ln that

column the T-Shirt/Sf i't n"Uer of the Active Defender will be

filled in and his 'u*'n* 
time will. b3 the difference between

Nine minut.'/S"utn *Tnutes and the time at which the last

Defender was out'

After the closer of the turn the Points scored in that turn by the

chasing team shoull bt 
'"torded 

in the relevant column'

?R



DEFENSE TURN COLUMN :

The personaltime of the Defenderwho had participated in that
turn should be filled in. lf the same Defender entered twice
adjacent column against his name should be filled in. while
entering the personal time of the Active Defender who
remains not out, his timing should be encircled.

CHASE TURN COLUMN :

In this column the number of outs taken by a Chaser is
indicated against his name in each turn. The columns Late
Entry, out of Field, Retired and warning should be filled in after
completion of the each turn (if required). When a warning is
given, it is recorded in the Score Sheet against if,"
name of the player in column - Warning.

SUBSTITUTE COIUMN :

when a substitution is made the T-shirt/shirt number of the
outgoing player should be written in the top triangle and T_
Shirt/Shirt number of the incoming player in the bottom
triangle.

After the match Grand Total of the points are recorded. In the
bottom most column, name of the winning team is recorded
with Points difference/time left/conceded.

Remarks if any should be recorded, after that the scorer-L will
affix his signature and obtain the signatures of the Time
Keeper, Umpires, Scorer-2 on the Score Sheet and then hand it
over to the Referee for verification.

The Referee after scrutinizing the score sheet and affixing his
signature will hand over the score sheet to the Referee's Board
after declaring the result.



PART-IX

SIGNS IN KHO-KHO

@MNM
MW@W
MMWM
ffiMHM
wMm@

1) Starting the turn. 2) Closing the turn. 3) Out. 4) Crossing the Central

Lane by the Attacker. 5) Uttering 'Kho' before touching the chaser. 6)

improper uttering of 'Kho'. 7) 'Kho' or other similer word uttered by

Chaser. 8) 'Kho' not given after touching the Chaser nearest to the Post.

9) Getting up early. 10) Indicate proper direction. 11) Shoulder Line fou,.

12) Going beyond Cross Lane. 13) Receding. 14) Change the direction.
15) Closing turn before scheduled time. L6) For not sitting in the Chaser

Block/improper sitting by a Chaser. 17) Obstruction to a Defender by the

Chaser. 18) Defender is not out. 19) Defender Going out of field/Retired.
20) Indication for defendertouching sitting chasers.

40



PART X

FIXTURE

LEAUGE TABLE (W|TH SEEDTNGS)

POOL

KNOCK OUT FIXTURE

WINNER_A

v5.

RUNNER-D

RUNNER_E

vs.

WINNER_H

WINNER_E

vs,

RUNNER_H

RUNNER.A

v5.

WINNER_D

WINNER_C

vs.

RUNNER-B

RUNNER_G

v5.

WINNER-F

WINNER-G

vs.

RUNNER.F

RUNNER-C

v5,

WINNER_B

--ttt-..-.------...- 
*TNNER 

-> 
*TNNER

WINNER

)
WINNER

\
) *'**"

A B c D E F G H

2 3 4 f, o 8

t6 I) t4 13 12 11 10 9

n 'tc 19 20 27 22 23 24

32 31 30 29 28 27 26 25
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ATTENTION

The Ruf es are a property of the Kho Kho
Federation of lndia and shalf noa beprinted, reproduced, transfated etc. inpart or whof e without the expf ictpermission of the Kho Kho Federation
of India. Any one, who wishes to do so
should write to the Kho Kho rederaiion
of lndia for prior permission
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